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paintings and engravings on rocks and in caves; these have
a wide distribution in Africa* and in South Africa are
associated with the Bushmen. The leading students of
these paintings derive this art from the North African
coast* and agree with Goodwin that 'the technique of the
Bushman paintings is identical with the technique of Spain,
the materials used are the same* the same attitudes are seen,
and the same disposition to depict action rather than
objects'. The French authority Reygasse regards these
resemblances as fundamental* and the Abbe Breuil is
'prepared to admit a real relationship between the paintings
of Eastern Spain and those of South Africa'. The German
Kuhn argues for a widely difiused form of pakeolithic art
(W. D. Hambly* Source-book of African Ethnology^ pp* 129,
142^ 151). It is* of course, highly improbable that this cave
art was difiused by itself; the probability is that the whole
Eurafrican palaeolithic culture* primitive as it may seem*
was diffused from some one centre.
We next come to structures built of large stones. Numbers
of such ancient remains are found in Abyssinia (Hambly,
op. cit.* p. 155) and the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan (E. Evans-
Pritchard in Antiquity^ vol. ix* p. 151). In Uganda
filn one spot there are megaliths* some four times the
height of a man* built up of great boulders so placed as
to represent a giant figure , . . and there are traces of
buildings with stone enclosures* built by people whose
knowledge of stonework far surpassed the inhabitants
whom the first European travellers found in the country*
(Canon Roscoe* in Froze? Lectures^ p. 26).
In the north-east of Kenya are large numbers of
and cairns* such as are not made by the present inhabitants
(C. B. G. Watson* in Man> 1927* p. 30).
In West-central Angola are village        showing         of

